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Book Descriptions:

casio ctk-491 instruction manual

And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient
answers with Casio Ctk 5000 Manual. To get started finding Casio Ctk 5000 Manual, you are right to
find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of
these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most
wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works
for you. NOTICE This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B
digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. Symbols Various symbols are
used in this user’s guide and on the product itself to ensure that the product is used safely and
correctly, and to prevent injury to the user and other persons as well as damage to property. Page 4
DANGER Alkaline Batteries Perform the following steps immediately if fluid leaking from alkaline
batteries ever gets into your eyes. 1. Do not rub your eyes. Rinse them with water. 2. Contact your
physician immediately. Leaving alkaline battery fluid in your eyes can lead to loss of sight.
WARNING Smoke, Strange Odor, Overheating Continued use of the product while it is emitting
smoke, a strange odor, or heat creates the risk of fire and electric shock. Take the following steps
immediately. 1. Page 5 Do not incinerate the product. Never throw the product into fire. Doing so
can cause it to explode, creating the risk of fire and personal injury. Water and Foreign Matter
Water, other liquids, and foreign matter such as pieces of metal getting into the product create the
risk of fire and electric shock. Take the following steps immediately. 1. Turn off power. 2. If you are
using the AC adaptor for power, unplug it from the wall outlet.
3.http://www.djvandinho.com/userfiles/buon-manuale-di-grammatica-italiana.xml
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Page 6 CAUTION AC Adaptor Misuse of the AC adaptor creates the risk of fire and electric shock.
Always grasp the AC adaptor when unplugging. AC Adaptor Misuse of the AC adaptor creates the
risk of fire and electric shock. Always make sure you observe the following precautions. Page 8
Introduction Congratulations upon your selection of this CASIO musical instrument. Page 9 Contents
Safety Precautions. E1 Synchro Starting Accompaniment with Rhythm Play.E21 Introduction. E6
Adjusting the Accompaniment Volume. E21 Contents. E7 Using the Song Bank. E22 Playing Back a
Song Bank Tune. E22 General Guide. A simple operation cuts out the melody part or accompaniment
part of the tune, allowing you to play along on the keyboard. Page 15 Power Supply This keyboard
can be powered by current from a standard household wall outlet using the specified AC adaptor or
by batteries. Always make sure you turn the keyboard off whenever you are not using it. Using
batteries Always make sure you turn off the keyboard before loading or replacing batteries. To load
batteries 1. 2. Remove the battery compartment cover. Load 6 AAsize batteries into the battery
compartment. Page 16 IMPORTANT! Using the AC Adaptor Make sure that you use only the AC
adaptor specified for this keyboard. This is normal and does not indicate malfunction. You can then
adjust volume to the desired level after connections are complete. Playing the Keyboard 3. Use the
number buttons to input the two digit tone number for the tone you want to select. Use the MAIN
VOLUME buttons to lower the keyboard volume. Page 19 2. Percussion sounds Example 99
PERCUSSION This tone assigns various percussion sounds to the keyboard. Use the MIC VOLUME
to adjust microphone volume to the level you want. The bass and chord parts are played using
sounds and tones that are automatically selected to select the rhythm you are
using.http://www.seunke.nl/userfiles/buon-caffe-model-320-espresso-machine-manual.xml
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All of this means that you get full, realistic accompaniments for the melody notes you play with your
right hand, creating the mood of an oneperson ensemble. 3. Page 21 Adjusting the Tempo You can
adjust the tempo of rhythm play within a range of 20 to 255 beats per minute. Refer to the following
pages for details on chord play. Page 22 Chord Types. No sound will be produced if you try playing
single melody notes on the accompaniment keyboard. Chord Types Example Major chords Major
chord names are marked above the keys of the accompaniment keyboard. You can turn off the
lefthand or righthand part to practice with the remaining part, and the display even shows you what
keys to press and which fingers you should use. The tone setting can be changed while the tune is
stopped or playing back. Applause Sound Whenever you turn off the left hand or right hand part of a
Song Bank tune and play it back, an applause sound is produced when the tune reaches the end.
Page 28 Using the Chord Book Chord specification buttons CHORD BOOK CLEAR The Chord Book
feature of this keyboard makes it possible for you to look up information about chords quickly and
easily. Simply input the name of the chord and the keyboard keys you should press, the fingers you
should use, and the notes that make up the chord appear on the display along with the chord name.
Page 29 Looking Up a Chord Using the Chord Book 1. C E F A B C E C D EF G A BCD EF Press the
CHORD BOOK button to enter the Chord Book mode. If you want to play an accompaniment for a
vocalist who sings in a key that’s different from the keyboard, for example, simply use transpose to
change the key of the keyboard. Page 33 MIDI What is MIDI. General MIDI The letters MIDI stand
for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, which is the name of a worldwide standard for digital
signals and connectors that makes it possible to exchange musical data between musical
instruments and computers machines produced by different manufacturers.

MIDI compatible equipment can exchange keyboard key press, key release, tone change, and other
data as messages. PROGRAM CHANGE can contain tone data within the range of 0 to 127. A
PROGRAM CHANGE message 0 to 99 is sent out through this keyboard’s MIDI OUT terminal
whenever you manually change its tone number. Receipt of a PROGRAM CHANGE message from an
external machine changes the tone setting of this keyboard this page. This keyboard can send tone
data within the range of 00 to 99 and receive tone data within the range of 0 to 127. Only tones that
correspond to the 100 builtin tones of this keyboard can be played, and tone numbers outside this
range are ignored. Any of the following symptoms while using battery power. Page 37 Problem
Missing Song Bank tune. Possible Cause Action See page 1. Lefthand or righthand part is turned off.
1. Check the display to see if the indicator for one of the parts is not displayed. Page E24 2.
Accompaniment volume is set to 0. Page E21 No sound is produced when playing MIDI data from a
computer. MIDI cables are not connected properly. Connect MIDI cables properly. Do not
overexpose the instrument to direct sunlight, or place it near an air conditioner, or in any extremely
hot place. Do not use near a TV or radio. This instrument can cause video or audio interference with
TV and radio reception. If this happens, move the instrument away from the TV or radio. Do not use
lacquer, thinner or similar chemicals for cleaning. Page 43 Fingered Chord Chart Cuadros de
acordes Fingered 5 This table shows the lefthand fingerings including inverted forms for a number
of oftenused chords. These fingering indications also appear on the keyboard’s display. Esta marca
de reciclaje indica que el empaquetado se ajusta a la legislacion de proteccion ambiental en
Alemania. AC Adaptor Never touch the AC adaptor while your hands are wet. Location Avoid
locating the product on an unstable stand, on an uneven surface, or any other unstable location.

Always grasp the AC adaptor when unplugging. AC Adaptor Misuse of the AC adaptor creates the
risk of fire and electric shock.Basic Operations.E16. Playing the Keyboard.E16 Selecting a Tone.E16
Using the Microphone Jack CTK491 only.E17Doing so creates the risk of electric shock. See the
user. Accessories and Options. Use only the accessories and options specified for this keyboard. To
play the keyboardSelecting a Tone. Using the Microphone Jack CTK491 only. Connecting a
commercially available microphone to the MIC IN jack makes it possible to sing along with the
keyboards builtin tunes or with output from a MIDI device. Number buttons. This keyboard



automatically plays bass and chord parts in accordance with the chords you finger. The bass and
chord parts button again.CASIO CHORD Accompaniment Keyboard and Melody Keyboard.
Accompaniment keyboard Melody keyboard. To use Auto AccompanimentChord Types Major chords
Major chord names are marked above the keys of the accompaniment keyboard.Chord name. Staff
displayChanging the Tone of a Song Bank Tunes Melody. You can select any one of the keyboards
100 tones to be used to play the melody part of a Song Bank tune. The tone setting can be changed
while the tune is stopped or playing back.Keyboard keys used Staff displayWhenever you press or
release a key on this keyboard, the corresponding NOTE ON or NOTE OFF message is sent by
constant velocity from the MIDI OUT terminal.MIDI Channels. PROGRAM CHANGE can contain tone
data within the range of 0 to 127. A PROGRAM CHANGE message 0 to 99 is sent out through this
keyboards MIDI OUT terminal whenever you manually change its tone number. Only tones that
correspond to the 100 builtin tones of this keyboard can be played, and tone numbers outside this
range are ignored. G This setting specifies the General MIDI tone map, which allows receipt of a
program change value in the range of 0 to 127. Problem. No keyboard Sound. Possible CauseAction.
See page.

Turn off the MIDI THRU function on the computer or turn off LOCAL CONTROL on the keyboard.
See the documentation that comes with your computer or sequencer. Page E17 Page E17 Page E17
Page E17. Static noise when a microphone is connected. Power Supply Terminal Microphone In. If
this happens, move the instrument away from the TV or radio. Do not use lacquer, thinner or similar
chemicals for cleaning. Clean the keyboard with a soft cloth dampened in a weak solution of water
and a neutral detergent. Tone List Lista de sonidosThese fingering indications also appear on the
keyboards display. Page 6Function.Default Changed. Page 2. Basic Channel. ModeCASIO
COMPUTER CO.,LTD. 62, Honmachi 1chome Shibuyaku, Tokyo 1518543, Japan. Something went
wrong. View cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. Declaration of Conformity. Manuals and User Guides for Casio WK3800. Music
Keyboard WK3800. PRIVIA Digital Pianos. CELVIANO Digital Pianos. Compact Digital Pianos.
CELVIANO Grand Hybrid. Arranger Keyboards. HighGrade Keyboards. Oriental. Used Casio Music
Keyboard accessories, parts, keysets and instruction materials. WK3200, WK3700 or WK3800
Keyboardemail or phone to let us know. CASIO official home page, information on Electronic
Musical Instruments.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Erro tente
novamente OK Idioma atual LANG BR Portugues English Vender Lista de itens observados Expandir
lista de itens observados Carregando. Ocorreu um problema. Veja detalhes no carrinho. Esse valor
esta sujeito a mudancas ate o momento em que voce efetuar o pagamento. Para obter mais
informacoes, veja os termos e condicoes do Programa de Entrega Internacional abre em janela ou
guia separada Este valor esta sujeito a alteracao ate voce efetuar o pagamento. Se voce reside em
um pais membro da Uniao Europeia que nao seja o Reino Unido, o imposto sobre a venda nao e
recuperavel.

Para obter mais informacoes, veja os termos e condicoes do Programa de Entrega Internacional abre
em janela ou guia separada Nenhum desgaste visivel, todas as facetas do item estao perfeitas e
intatas. Veja no anuncio do vendedor todos os detalhes do item e a descricao de quaisquer
imperfeicoes. This manual is in like new condition and has great information in both English and
Spanish. This is a very helpful owners guide if you have one of these great Casio keyboards, thank
you for looking! ” Todos os direitos reservados. Contrato do Usuario, Privacidade, Cookies e
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Please use the box above to search for any other
information.I can turn it on but cant figure how to use it. Need to see amanua. Posted by ctluce 4
years ago Casio WK200 Answers Looking For A Casio Ctk700 Manual looking for a casio CTK700
Manual Posted by MSASMUS 7 years ago Casio CTK7000 Answers Need A Printed Manual For A
Casio Wk1630 Where can I buy a printed manual for my Casio WK1630. I realize I can get a PDF file
for this manua. Posted by pokie39300 7 years ago Casio WK 1630 76Note TouchSensitive Portable



Electronic Keyboard Answers. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your
computer, you have convenient answers with Casio Keyboard Instructions Manual. To get started
finding Casio Keyboard Instructions Manual, you are right to find our website which has a
comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally
hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks
If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. If you continue we’ll
assume you’re OK to receive cookies. More about cookie settings is contained within the Privacy
Page.


